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Abstract At present, the complexity and scale of modern digital conversations between people is at its highest level but there is a gap in how to represent these conversations to a user. As a result, it is often hard for a user to understand the flow of a conversation and make an informed decision over it. However, an aesthetic and efficient visualisation can mitigate this drawback of data representation. In this paper, a case-based approach was proposed for choosing an appropriate visualisation for user’s conversations. A case was formulated as a visualisation of a conversation which a user decided to use for his analysis of the conversation. When a user decides to visualise a new conversation, the most similar visualisation type from previous users’ experiences is selected for the visualisation of the new conversation. In this paper, the cases of visualisations of conversations from the IBM Many Eyes platform were collected and a case-based reasoning approach for choosing a visualisation of user’s conversation was designed. Finally, the work of the proposed approach was tested on a sample email conversation, and then four participants evaluated the appropriateness of the chosen visualisation types in comparison with other eight possible visualisations for the email conversation.
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1 Introduction

The digital world has become an important media for human communication since the development of the first computers. These days people communicate everyday via e-mail, social networks, chats, forums and instant messengers. However, the complexity and scale of digital communication motivates people to find alternative ways to visually represent conversations which are more efficient for specific reasoning tasks. The interest in visualisation of conversations is represented by research work in the development of different visualisations [18, 15, 11, 3]. In addition to the research work on visualisation, users have been trying to visualise their data with various commercial visualisation tools [8, 10, 17].

The field of information visualisation has seen a rapid growth due to advances in software and hardware development and, as a result, a number of software visualisation tools have appeared on the market. These tools allow users to create a complicated visualisation on the fly by a single user’s click. Moreover, a user can interact with visualised data and share it with others [8, 10, 17]. For instance, data in IBM Many Eyes can be uploaded in a format of text or tab-delimited data. The combination of dataset and visualisation encodes an experience which is a case in the classical view of case-based reasoning. In [7] the authors proposed a case-based recommendation system that is capable of suggesting popular visualisations to users based on the characteristics of their datasets and users’ preferable visualisations in Many Eyes [10, 7].

Development of the best single visualisation of a conversation between people seems to be an impossible task. However, several visualisations proved to be preferable over other possible visualisations for specific tasks and conversations. For example, visualisation of e-mail communication has been researched for several years [11, 20, 2]. Visualisation of a social network and communication between people as a dynamically changing graph is a common ground for researchers in this field [9]. An attempt to visualise conversations to uncover their social and temporal patterns was done in [15]. In this work, a few visualisations, namely a graph, tree map-like visualisation, and a bar chart were shown to be useful in presenting properties of newsgroups. In [18] the authors proposed a fusion of two visualisations for showing sequence and reply relationships among the messages of a conversation simultaneously. However, a single visualisation of conversations does not suit all users’ needs which is one of the main motivations for our work.

The addressed problem in this paper is how to choose a visualisation type for a given human conversation in order to help people to analyse, explore and understand the conversation. The Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) approach was applied for visualisation of conversations such as e-mail, instant messages, and social networks. The cases were defined as experiences of the visualisations of conversations. Next, a similarity measure for choosing a visualisation type for a target conversation was constructed and applied. In this work, a web-based visualisation platform IBM Many Eyes was chosen for collecting historical data of conversations and their visualisations. At the end of this paper, the results of visualisation for a sample email conversation using the proposed CBR approach are demonstrated and evaluated.
2 Case-based Reasoning for Visualisation of Conversations

The classical CBR approach for problem solving has four steps: 1) retrieving one of previously experienced cases, 2) reusing the retrieved case, 3) revising the chosen solution, and 4) retaining the new experience for further usage [1]. Adapting the classical CBR approach for choosing a visualisation for user’s conversation requires the definition of what a case is for this particular problem domain.

2.1 Definitions and Problem Statement

In this paper, a case $c_i$ is a pair consisting of a dataset $D_i$ of a conversation and a visualisation $V_i$ of the dataset $D_i$:

$$c_i = (D_i, V_i)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The cases of the visualisation of conversations were collected from the Many Eyes platform and then a set of appropriate cases was formed by filtering the datasets. Then a similarity measure was constructed as a rule for comparison of a new conversation with the previously experienced cases.

To start with, the problem of visualisation for human conversations was formalised. A graph-based model of conversations defined below was proposed:

**Definition 1.** Let $A$ be a set of actors and $M$ the set of messages involved in a conversation $C$. Each message $m \in M$ has a source, $s(m)$ and a target, $t(m)$, actor in $A$. The conversation graph $G(C)$ is the directed multigraph $G = (V, E)$ with $V = A$ and $E = M$.

**Problem Statement.** Find an appropriate visualisation type $V_i$ for user’s conversation $C$ using knowledge of chosen visualisation types for previously visualised conversations.

The choice of an appropriate visualisation type for a human conversation was done using the CBR approach. Prior to applying the CBR paradigm for visualisation of conversations, the most common problems people encounter when exploring a conversation were analysed. For this purpose, the literature on visualisation of conversations was studied and then the Many Eyes platform was used for understanding what kind of problems people are trying to solve by visualising the conversations [21, 4, 6, 13, 19, 5]. The list of these problems is below:

- **Finding a sequence of messages:** each message is considered to be an event of an atomic communication between people. To explore the sequence, a multi-modal visualisation can enhance user’s experience in exploration of his conversation.

- **Discovering patterns in communication:** the user can be directed toward an answer regarding the way in which he has communicated with people in a particular conversation by providing him with visualisations where cyclic or sequential patterns of communication are represented explicitly.
• **Aggregate the information on a conversation:** if user’s conversation become very long then he might want to see only an aggregated view of his conversation.

• **Understanding the granularity of time:** the user can look at his conversations at different time granularity. For example, the user may want to see the intensity of his day-to-day conversations or look at his month-to-month messages. By looking at different granularity, the user can have an insight into an aggregated picture of his communication rather than being lost in his daily messages.

• **Supporting temporal questions:** the problem of finding a particular message or a conversation of interest is common when exploring user’s conversations. The visualisation must allow a user to answer his temporal queries easily.

The goal of visualisations of conversations between people is to get a deeper insight of the nature and properties of communication. A well-chosen visualisation of conversations can help people to find answers for their questions.

As a source for the cases, visualisations of different conversations available on the IBM Many Eyes website were chosen.

### 2.2 Many Eyes as a Source for Visualisation Cases

IBM Many Eyes is a visualisation platform where a user can upload his dataset in a format of comma-separated values and then he can choose a visualisation. The platform provides twenty one different visualisations including bar charts, bubble charts, tree map, graph, scatter plots, etc. A user can choose a visualisation for his dataset and then he can manipulate his visualisation. For instance, he can flip axes, zoom in or zoom out, and interact with the visualisation.

On the 20th of October, 2014 there were 490,982 datasets and only 186,314 visualisations. This counts for less than 38% of all the uploaded datasets. In this work, only the visualisations of conversations are of interest. Thus, the datasets were filtered using keywords such as ‘conversation’, ‘email’, ‘chat’, ‘twitter’, ‘facebook’. In total, there were 5819 datasets and only 2322 visualisations for this set of search words. Then meaningless and non-related datasets and visualisations were eliminated. For this purpose, all 2322 visualisations were analysed in order to map the datasets to the proposed model of a conversation through recording the number of actors and messages for each conversation. The number of actors and events in a case were defined as follows:

• **Number of actors:** $|V|$ the number of people involved in a conversation which is the number of nodes $|V|$ of the graph $|G|$.

• **Number of events:** $|E|$ the number of messages sent and received by the actors.

For example, if an actor sent a message to another actor and received a reply, the number of events will be two.

Unfortunately, it seems very hard to automatize the process of matching the datasets to the model of a conversation since the uploaded datasets were very diverse and in
many cases they were obfuscated for more anonymity. However, 40 cases were classified for the preliminary study in this paper (Table 1).

Examples of such visualisations of conversations are shown in Figure 1. In Figure 1a there is a bubble chart visualisation of a conversation between 18 actors, who are represented as circles. The size of the circles is proportional to the number of messages sent by each actor. Figure 1b represents a line graph where the number of email messages received by one actor over a fixed time is shown. In Figure 1c the scatter plot shows actors as circles with their sizes proportional to the number of messages sent to each of them. Figure 1d depicts the most common words in communication between two people over time.

All the 40 chosen conversations from Many Eyes were visualised by eight different types of visualisations such as Bar Chart, Matrix Chart, Line Graph, Bubble Chart, Treemap, Word Cloud, Block Histogram, and Network Diagram. The proposed CBR approach chooses one of these visualisation types for an input dataset.

![Fig. 1: Examples of visualisations of conversations in Many Eyes.](image)
Table 1: Conversation datasets and their visualisations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keywords</th>
<th>Datasets</th>
<th>Visualisations</th>
<th>Chosen as Cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conversation</td>
<td>459</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td>385</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chat</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>1060</td>
<td>707</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>3265</td>
<td>1320</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>5819</strong></td>
<td><strong>2322</strong></td>
<td><strong>40</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3 Choosing a Visualisation Type

Each dataset \( D_i \) of the collected cases was visualised in the past using a visualisation type \( V_i \). In order to choose a visualisation type for an input dataset \( D \), it is compared to all case datasets \( D_i \) using a similarity measure (Subsection 2.4). Then the visualisation type of the closest dataset is chosen to visualise the input dataset. It is important to mention that the choice of a visualisation for a particular dataset depends on the user’s task. In this paper, it was assumed that the user’s task is one of the following: finding a sequence of messages, discovering patterns in communication, aggregating the information on a conversation, understanding the granularity of time, and performing time filtering queries. For each of these tasks there is an appropriate visualisation type \( V_i \) which depends on the properties of the conversation such as the number of actors \(|V|\) and the number of messages \(|E|\) in the conversation.

The visualisation of the user’s conversation must support interaction with the data behind his visualisation together with flexibility to change the visualisation for the user’s needs. Many Eyes supports these requirements.

When a user is recommended a visualisation by the CBR approach, he can decide to use another visualisation for his conversation. In this scenario, a system built on the base of the proposed CBR algorithm can utilize that information for learning from the users’ behaviour.

The area of visualisation of conversations and human communication has been researched thoroughly. A very brief list of conversation visualisations with their evaluations can be found in [21, 4, 6, 13, 19, 5].

2.4 Similarity Measure

In order to decide which visualisation types are the most appropriate to use for visualising the user’s conversation, k-Nearest Neighbours (k-NN) algorithm was used. The idea of this algorithm is to choose \( k \) neighbours for the input dataset as the most similar to the input dataset. For this work, three \((k = 3)\) neighbouring
datasets were chosen and their types of visualisation were used for visualising user’s dataset. For choosing a neighbouring dataset of the input dataset, a distance metrics between the input dataset and the datasets collected from Many Eyes was defined. This metric was decided to be an Euclidean distance:

\[ D_j = \sqrt{\omega(x-x_j)^2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where \( D_j \) is an Euclidean distance between a vector of an input dataset \( x = (|V|, |E|)^T \) and \( x_j = (|V_j|, |E_j|)^T \) is a vector of a case dataset collected from Many Eyes, \( j \leq 40 \) where 40 corresponds to the number of cases. The vectors \( x \) and \( x_j \) have a number of actors \(|V|\) and events \(|E|\) as their elements. The vector \( \omega = (\omega_1, \omega_2) \) represents the importance of the features, namely the number of actors \(|V|\) and the number of events \(|E|\), for comparing two datasets. The weights in the vector \( \omega \) are represented as numerical values between 0 and 1. In this work, the weights with equal stress on importance for both the number of actors \(|V|\) and messages \(|E|\) were assigned. Thus \( \omega_1 = 0.5 \) and \( \omega_2 = 0.5 \). The result of the k-NN algorithm was a choice of the closest visualisation types in the described metrics for an input dataset based on previous visualisations collected from the Many Eyes platform. Since the k-NN algorithm with \( k=3 \) was applied, the user was given the three closest visualisation types for his conversation.

In the next section, the application of the algorithm for a sample email conversation is shown.

### 2.4.1 An Example for Visualisation: An Email Conversation

In this section, the work of the proposed CBR approach for a sample e-mail conversation is shown. The conversation had four actors \( V(G_1) = \{A, B, C, D\} \) and it had eighteen messages sent between the actors (Figure 2). The order of this directed multigraph of the conversation \(|V(G_1)|\) is 4 and the size \(|E(G_1)|\) equals to 18. Thus, the dataset has the following parameters: \((|V|, |E|)^T = (4, 18)^T\)

First, the distance between the sample dataset and each of the 40 case datasets

![Fig. 2: A multigraph representing the email conversation between four actors.](image_url)
was calculated, it resulted in 40 values. Since \( k=3 \) for the k-NN algorithm, the three nearest neighbours for this dataset were chosen by selecting the three smallest numbers from these 40 values calculated in accordance with the formulae 2.

\[
D_1 = \sqrt{0.5(4-1)^2 + 0.5(18-18)^2} = 2.1
\]

\[
D_2 = \sqrt{0.5(4-1)^2 + 0.5(18-11)^2} = 5.4
\]

\[
D_3 = \sqrt{0.5(4-1)^2 + 0.5(18-10)^2} = 6.0
\]

Thus, the distances \( \{D_1, D_2, D_3\} \) for the three nearest neighbours were \( \{2.1, 5.4, 6.0\} \).

The visualisation types for these datasets chosen in the past were Line Graph, Bubble Chart, and Matrix Chart accordingly. Ideally, the three neighbouring datasets would have had the same visualisation type. However, it seems that for the datasets similar to the sample dataset users decided that these three visualisation types are the most appropriate. In order to understand why the proposed CBR approach gave these visualisations and how appropriate these visualisations are in facilitating the user’s comprehension of his conversation visualisations, an evaluation described in the next section was designed and conducted.

### 3 Evaluation

The goal of the designed pilot evaluation was 1) to evaluate the choice of conversation visualisation from eight different visualisations and 2) to compare the manual selection of a visualisation to the choice made by the CBR algorithm described earlier in the paper. As the main part of the evaluation, four participants were asked to answer seven questions for each of the eight alternative visualisations of the sample email conversation described in Section 2.4.1.

At the beginning of an interview, each participant was introduced to the eight basic different types of visualisations used in Many Eyes: Bar Chart, Matrix Chart, Line Graph, Bubble Chart, Tree Map, Word Cloud, Block Histogram, and Network Diagram. Then the participant received an explanation for the meaning of graphical elements in each of the visualisations. A simple example of a visualisation for a conversation between two people was given in order to confirm that the participant understood the layout of all eight visualisation types. Finally, the eight visualisations designed using IBM Many Eyes for the sample email conversation (Section 2.4.1) were given to the participant (Figure 3) and the following seven questions were asked:

- How many people participated in the conversation?
- How many messages were sent?
- Who initiated the conversation?
- Who sent the second message?
- Who sent the third message?
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- How many time steps there were in the conversation?
- How many messages did the person A sent to the person B?

Fig. 3: The eight visualisations of the email conversation for the evaluation: 1) bar chart, 2) matrix chart, 3) line graph, 4) bubble chart, 5) treemap, 6) word cloud, 7) block histogram, and 8) network diagram.

Each question was ranked by the participant on a scale from zero to five. The higher the value, the easier the visualisation for answering questions over the visualised conversation. In other words, 0 meant that the visualisation was very confusing for answering the question and 5 meant that it was easy to answer the question using the particular visualisation. The results of the average scores for the answered questions are in Figure 4. The mean value with standard deviation of the scores for each of the visualisations are in Table 2. At the end of the interviews, the participants were requested to give their feedback on what they thought about the visualisations.

The evaluation showed that the Network Diagram, Matrix Chart and Block Histogram outperformed other visualisations with the average scores of 4.7, 4.6, 4.5 and standard deviations of 0.3, 0.5, 0.8. The relatively low values of the standard deviations meant the answers of the participants were quite consistent. The worst visualisations with regard to the participants’ answers were Line Chart and Bar Chart with 2.8, 3.3 for the average scores and 1.1, 1.7 for the standard deviations.

In the next section, the results of the evaluation are discussed and then the results are compared to the choice of the CBR approach.

4 Discussion and Future Work

The results of the pilot evaluation and the automatic choice of the CBR approach showed a discrepancy, which can be explained by the design of the CBR approach.
and the conducted evaluation. The three nearest visualisations for the sample email conversation were Bubble Chart, Line Graph and Matrix Chart. In these cases, the users visualised a) the number of his Facebook and email messages received by days, b) the number of emails received over the time, and c) the number of Facebook messages received during the day at different times. On the contrary, the evaluation showed that the Line Graph visualisation of the sample email conversation was not suitable for answering the questions over the conversation. Thus, the questions the user asked over his visualisation are very important and must be fixed or known in advance. In this paper, the asked questions were fixed to seven (Section 3).

Also, the application of the proposed CBR for choosing a visualisation type of a conversation showed a necessity in further elaboration on the following aspects: 1) refinement of the case model for visualisations of conversations, 2) what attributes other than number of actors and messages in a conversation are important for a case, 3) how many cases are required for statistically significant results of the CBR, and 4) how to evaluate the results of the CBR for visualisation of user’s conversation.

Many Eyes lacks flexibility in terms of visualisation since the visualisation types and formats for uploading data are limited. From another side this simplicity makes Many Eyes easily accessible by a wide audience without any previous experience in visualisation. This fact motivates us to look into the visualisations offered by Many Eyes for visualising conversations and developing a recommendation system for advising visualisations of users’ data and conversations in particular.
As a future work, we are planning to test the proposed CBR approach for other datasets in order to understand how to tune the approach for more accurate choices of visualisations. For this purpose, clarification of what a case is needed, temporal and context attributes of conversation must be introduced. Only a small set of visualisations crawled from Many Eyes was analysed, we are planning to extend the search beyond the keywords we used. Also, we are planning to use other sources for cases, for example, Google Fusion Tables [8].

In long term we are interested in the accessibility of the CBR choices of visualisation to an audience with different levels of expertise in using conversation visualisation for analysis. For this purpose, a formal evaluation of the visualisations using “Physics of Notation” guideline [14] and its operationalization methods based on this guideline [16] has been planned.

5 Conclusion

Conversation visualisation is a promising area of research in facilitating the process of understanding digital conversations. Current practice of reasoning over these conversations is mostly in the form of queries filtered by keywords, amounts, date, and other parameters, and further analysing using spreadsheets. Previous experience of visualisation of conversations is helpful to assist people in visualizing their conversations. CBR is a powerful paradigm to utilize this previous experience in order to improve the appropriateness of conversation visualisations. In this paper, it has been shown that using visualised datasets uploaded to Many Eyes is feasible to make a choice of visualisation for a conversation easier by recommending to the user appropriate types of visualisations. The next step in the development of this approach is to collect more cases of conversation visualisations by extending the search by keywords and by using alternative sources such as Google Fusion Tables. Then, an evaluation for a focused group is planned to be conducted.
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